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Genome-wide DNA methylation patterns are established and maintained by the coordinated action of three DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs), DNMT1, DNMT3A and DNMT3B. DNMT3B hypomorphic germline mutations are responsible for two-thirds of immunodeficiency, centromere instability, facial anomalies (ICF) syndrome cases, a rare recessive disease characterized by immune defects, instability of pericentromeric satellite 2-containing heterochromatin, facial abnormalities and mental retardation. The molecular defects in transcription, DNA methylation and chromatin structure in ICF cells remain relatively uncharacterized. In the present study, we used global expression profiling to elucidate the role of DNMT3B in these processes using cell lines derived from ICF syndrome and normal individuals. We show that there are significant changes in the expression of genes critical for immune function, development and neurogenesis that are highly relevant to the ICF phenotype. Approximately half the upregulated genes we analyzed were marked with low-level DNA methylation in normal cells that was lost in ICF cells, concomitant with loss of repressive histone modifications, particularly H3K27 trimethylation, and gains in transcriptionally active H3K9 acetylation and H3K4 trimethylation marks. In addition, we consistently observed loss of binding of the SUZ12 component of the PRC2 polycomb repression complex and DNMT3B to derepressed genes, including a number of homeobox genes critical for immune system, brain and craniofacial development. We also observed altered global levels of certain histone modifications in ICF cells, particularly ubiquitinated H2AK119. Therefore, this study provides important new insights into the role of DNMT3B in modulating gene expression and chromatin structure and reveals new connections between DNMT3B and polycombmediated repression.
INTRODUCTION
Methylation at the C-5 position of cytosine within CG dinucleotides is an epigenetic modification critical for normal development, differentiation, gene regulation and control of chromatin structure in mammalian cells (1) . Genome-wide DNA methylation patterns are established during embryogenesis and faithfully propagated during cell division by the combined action of three enzymatically active DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs): DNMT1, DNMT3A and DNMT3B. DNMT1 is specialized to carry out most of the maintenance methylation following DNA replication, whereas DNMT3A and DNMT3B are responsible for de novo methylation during embryogenesis and germ cell development (2) . Mouse knockouts have revealed that Dnmt1 and Dnmt3b are essential for development-embryos deficient for these proteins do not survive to birth. Dnmt3a knockout mice are viable but die within a few weeks after birth (3, 4) . The loss of normal DNA methylation patterns in somatic cells results in impaired cell growth control and is a major and early contributor to tumorigenesis by mediating silencing of critical tumor suppressor genes (5) . The loss of normal DNA methylation patterns during human development also contribute to a number of human genetic diseases, such as Prader -Willi, Angelman and Fragile X syndrome (6) . Only one human genetic disease is currently known to arise from germline mutations within a DNMT gene-namely, the immunodeficiency, centromere instability, facial anomalies (ICF) syndrome (OMIM #242860) (7) . Mutations within the DNMT3B gene are responsible for the majority of ICF cases (4, 8, 9) .
Immunodeficiency, centromere instability, facial anomalies syndrome is an extremely rare autosomal recessive disease characterized by profound immunodeficiency because of the absence or significant reduction in at least two immunoglobulin isotypes. Other, more variable, features of ICF syndrome include impaired cellular immunity, mental retardation, intestinal dysfunction, psychomotor impairment, unusual facial features (hypertelorism, flat nasal bridge and macroglossia) and delayed developmental milestones (10, 11) . The other invariant feature of ICF syndrome is a marked elongation of juxtacentromeric heterochromatin on chromosomes 1 (1qh) and 16 (16qh) , and to a lesser extent chromosome 9 (9qh). This abnormality, which often includes the formation of multiradials involving one or more of the decondensed chromosomes, translocations and telomeric associations, is observed almost exclusively in ICF B cells or lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) (10) . The molecular defect in 60-70% of ICF patients is mutation of the DNMT3B gene on chromosome 20q11.2 (4, 8, 9) . One study suggested that ICF patients lacking DNMT3B mutations have a distinctive set of DNA methylation defects, pointing to the existence of distinct ICF subtypes and the possible involvement of another gene (12) . Mutations in DNMT3B usually target the catalytic domain, but may not result in complete loss of enzyme activity (9) . Complete loss-of-function of DNMT3B is likely embryonic lethal in humans, as it is in mice (4) . The clinical variability among ICF patients may therefore be due, in part, to residual levels of functional DNMT3B.
One of the invariant features of ICF syndrome, instability of pericentromeric heterochromatin, is likely because of the marked hypomethylation of these sequences in ICF cells. DNA hypomethylation is region specific and affects mainly satellite 2 and 3 repeats, the inactive X chromosome, cancertestis (C-T) genes and other sporadic repeats (D4Z4 and NBL2) (13 -15) , suggesting that these sequences are bonafide targets of DNMT3B. Satellite hypomethylation is observed in all cells of ICF patients but chromosomal instability is associated only with lymphocytes, suggesting that proper DNMT3B function is especially important for this cell type. Pericentromeric instability may also be related to the finding that DNMT3B localizes to mitotic chromosomes throughout mitosis and interacts with components of the chromosome condensation machinery (16) . Satellite 2 and 3 hypomethylation is also very common in cancer cells (17) . Although no elevated cancer incidence has been reported in ICF patients, their small number and short lifespan make it possible that such an increase has gone undetected.
In the present study, we had two main goals (1): to better understand how mutations in DNMT3B lead to the phenotypic effects characteristic of ICF syndrome patients and (2) to use ICF syndrome cells as a model system for understanding how DNMT3B is targeted throughout the genome and the interplay between DNMT3B and other epigenetic modifications. In order to address these goals, we made use of expression profiling of nearly the entire human genome in LCLs derived from normal and ICF syndrome individuals to identify genes whose expression is altered by DNMT3B mutation. This yielded a list of nearly 800 genes that were up-or downregulated in ICF cells relative to normal cells. Interestingly, a large number of these genes were involved in immune system function, signal transduction and development, and these putative DNMT3B-regulated genes provide new insights into the molecular defects underlying the ICF phenotype. Detailed DNA methylation mapping revealed that a fraction of deregulated genes are methylated at low levels in normal LCLs and lose this DNA methylation in ICF cells. Chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments showed that histone modification patterns present at affected promoters were dramatically altered. The loss of histone H3 lysine 27 trimethylation was the most consistent alteration in ICF syndrome relative to normal LCLs and was paralleled by reduced binding of DNMT3B and polycomb protein SUZ12. Taken together, our analysis provides significant new information of the molecular defects that contribute to ICF syndrome and also shows that the loss of DNMT3B function leads to hypomethylation of non-repetitive regions of the genome and alterations in the histone code.
RESULTS

Global expression profiling identifies genes differentially expressed in ICF versus normal LCLs
We analyzed global gene expression patterns using the Affymetrix U133A/B GeneChip platform in five LCLs derived from normal individuals and three LCLs derived from individuals with ICF syndrome having known mutations in the DNMT3B gene [10759: P670T, GM08714: A603T and intron 22 G to A change resulting in insertion of three amino acids (STP), and 4088: V726G]. A total of 44 972 elements are contained on both the U133A and U133B chips. ANOVA was used to define genes with a two-fold or greater change in expression (P , 0.05). This analysis generated a list of 979 probe sets (778 genes); 539 probe sets were upregulated (422 genes, 54.2% of the total) and 440 probe sets were downregulated (356 genes, 45.8% of the total) in ICF cells relative to normal cells (Supplementary Material, Table S1 ). Principal component analysis (PCA) performed on the most variable 0.01% of these genes indicated that there was some heterogeneity among both normal and ICF lines, although the two groups were clearly distinct ( Fig. 1A  and B ). We performed a one-way ANOVA as a means of identifying genes with a high degree of variability between, but not within, each group (normal or ICF). This yielded a list of 296 probe sets showing a two-fold or greater change [P , 0.05, 196 probe sets (152 genes) upregulated and 100 probe sets (97 genes) downregulated] in ICF cells relative to normals (Supplementary Material, Table S2 ). Hierarchical clustering on gene and sample dimensions highlight the distinctive gene expression profiles of normal and ICF cells and also showed that ICF lines GM08714 and 10759 were more similar in their expression patterns to each other than to the 4088 ICF line (Fig. 1B) . The 4088 line was an outlier in a number of respects, which may in part be due to the line having become aneuploid (discussed further later).
We then used the PANTHER gene ontology tools to group the 778 genes listed in Supplementary Material, Table S1 by gene function (18) . Of these 778 genes, 472 were classified by PANTHER as being significantly enriched (P , 0.05) in certain biological process groups (Fig. 1C) . The five categories with the largest number of affected genes were those involved in signal transduction (153 genes), development (106 genes), nucleic acid metabolism (117 genes), mRNA transcription (81 genes), and immunity and defense (69 genes). The two invariant phenotypes associated with ICF syndrome include immune defects and chromosomal instability; neurological defects and facial abnormalities are common but not present in all patients (19) . Many of the genes that we identified (Supplementary Material, Tables S1 and S2) are directly or indirectly implicated in properly maintaining these processes in mammals. Genes with altered expression patterns in ICF cells related to immune function were identified (Supplementary Material, Tables S1, S3) , consistent with a previous smaller microarray study (20) , and include those related to B-cell function and immunoglobulin production [upregulated: PILRA, ID2; downregulated: Ig heavy chains (IGHA1, IGHA2, IGHG1, IGHG2, IGHG3, IGHD, and IGHM), FCGR2B/2C, PIGR, FCRL4/5, VPREB3)], the complement cascade (CR2, CD46 upregulated), T-cell function (upregulated: FKBP5, LMO3 and TNFRSF4; downregulated: CD28, LTA, LMO2 and CD27/TNFRSF7), cytokine/chemokine signaling (upregulated: CXCR4, IL1R1, IL1R2, TNFRSF19, CCR7 and XCL1/2; downregulated: CCR6, CCR1, TNFSF11 and IL8), the myeloid/macrophage lineage (upregulated: CD200), and immune cells in general (the tyrosine kinases LCK and SYK and ALOX5-all downregulated). Interestingly, PANTHER analysis revealed 21 genes directly implicated in neural function, including those involved in neurotransmitter and synapse function (BCHE, GABRA4, CACNB1, GRM7 and SNCA, Supplementary Material, Table S4 ) and 32 genes implicated in neurogenesis (Supplementary Material, Table S5 ). In addition, a large number of genes listed under the 'developmental processes' category (Supplementary Material, Table S6 ) are important transcriptional regulators implicated in brain (upregulated: LHX2, PRRX1, ROBO1, HHEX, OTP and ASCL1; downregulated: IGF1), immune system function (upregulated: LHX2, HHEX, ROBO1 and ID2; downregulated: RUNX1), and cranial/skeletal development (upregulated: LHX2, PRRX1 and BMP-2) and their misregulation in ICF cells may explain the other more variable developmental defects of this disease.
We then examined the 778 genes in Supplementary Material, Table S1 for the presence or absence of a CpG island in the 5 0 proximal region (within 1500 bp of the transcription start site). Six hundred six out of 778 total genes contained a CpG island (77.9%, including both the less (21) and more rigorous (22) definitions of a CpG island). The distribution of CpG island-containing genes between the up-and downregulated genes was relatively similar, with 80 and 75.4% of up-and downregulated genes, respectively, containing a CpG island. Although the ICF-specific satellite 2/3 hypomethylation affects primarily chromosomes 1, 9 and 16 (19) , genes with altered expression patterns were not enriched on these three chromosomes, although there was a non-random enrichment on chromosome 22, followed by chromosomes 3, 5, 18 and 21 (Fig. 1D) . In general, the percent of up-and downregulated genes on each chromosome was relatively similar with several exceptions; more genes were downregulated in ICF compared with normal cells on chromosomes 5 and 14, whereas more genes were upregulated on chromosomes 8, 18 and the X chromosome (Fig. 1D) . Consistent with our previous data (14) , and results of others demonstrating that female ICF cells have defects in X chromosome inactivation (15) , some of the most highly upregulated genes in the female ICF line GM08714 include the C-T genes LAGE-1, LAGE-2 and NY-ESO-1 (increased 18-25-fold, Supplementary Material, Table S1 ).
Independent confirmation of the expression microarray data reveals similarities and differences among ICF syndrome lines and provides a catalog of potential DNMT3B-regulated genes
The microarray analysis described in the previous section provided us with a large list of genes that may be directly or indirectly regulated by the DNA methylation or transcriptional repression functions of DNMT3B. We then chose 100 genes from Supplementary Material, Tables S1 and S2 for follow-up confirmation using semi-quantitative reverse transcriptasepolymerase chain reaction (RT -PCR) on three normal and three ICF LCLs. Criteria for choosing genes for follow-up confirmation included: genes showing the largest fold change, genes potentially contributing to the ICF phenotype, both upand downregulated genes, and genes with and without CpG islands. The majority of the 100 genes demonstrated the expected differences in expression between normal and ICF cells predicted by the microarray analysis. Our results for 38 upregulated genes and 23 downregulated genes are shown in Fig. 2 . For the group of genes that were upregulated in ICF relative to normal cells, we generally observed very low or no expression in the normal LCLs ( Fig. 2A) . We noted three Table S2 ). (C) Grouping of genes showing altered expression levels (2-fold or greater, P , 0.05) between normal and ICF lines into functional pathways using PANTHER. The number of genes from Supplementary Material, Table S1 in each of 19 different significantly enriched classes is shown on the y-axis (P , 0.05). (D) Genes with altered expression in ICF syndrome cell lines broken down by chromosome. The total percent of all affected genes on each chromosome from Supplementary Material, Table S1 was plotted as the number of up-and/or downregulated genes divided by the total predicted number of genes on each chromosome (as the percent of total affected genes). The total number and the number of up-or downregulated genes are shown. x 2 test showed that the ICF gene distribution is highly associated (P , 0.0001). groups of expression patterns: upregulation of the gene in all three ICF lines (the first 13 genes in Fig. 2A ), upregulation in two out of three ICF lines (the middle 20 genes in Fig. 2A ) and upregulation in one out of three ICF lines relative to the normals (the last five genes in Fig. 2A ). Clearly, there was heterogeneity between the three ICF lines. Interestingly, three homeobox genes (PRRX1, LHX2 and HHEX) having important roles in multiple aspects of mammalian development (brain, skeletal/craniofacial and the immune system) were markedly upregulated in ICF cells, which may be related to recently described connections between the DNA methylation machinery and the polycomb complex PRC2 (23) .
A closer examination of a subset of genes downregulated in ICF relative to normal LCLs by semi-quantitative RT -PCR is shown in Fig. 2B (23 genes) . As for the upregulated genes, there was heterogeneity among the ICF and the normal lines as well. In general, though, all genes in this class were not expressed or expressed at low levels in ICF cells. The mechanism(s) by which DNMT3B mutations result in reduced gene expression is unclear, but may result from global alterations in transcription factor or repressor binding because of altered heterochromatin structure. Regardless of the mechanism, however, decreased expression of many of the genes we identified may contribute significantly to the ICF phenotype, particularly the immune system defects.
Pharmacologic inhibition of DNA methylation and histone deacetylation suggests that genes we identified are regulated by distinct epigenetic mechanisms
In order to begin to determine the role of DNMT3B's DNA methylation or transcriptional repression functions in regulating genes we identified, we treated two normal LCLs with the DNA methylation inhibitor 5-azadC (5 mM for 72 h) or the HDAC inhibitor trichostatin A (TSA, 100 nM for 24 h). We hypothesized that heavily methylated genes would be reactivated by 5-azadC only, whereas sparsely or unmethylated genes would be reactivated by TSA treatment. Interestingly, the majority of genes were upregulated by both TSA and 5-azadC treatment (Fig. 3) , suggesting that multiple epigenetic ) is indicated at the right. 'S' and 'R' indicate the degree of stringency of the CpG island as discussed in Results section, stringent or relaxed, respectively. Beta-actin (bottom gel panel in both parts) serves as a loading control. All reactions were repeated at least three times and results shown are representative. '2' water only negative control. The asterisk indicates that there are two alternative start sites for ROBO1, one is CpG-poor and one is a CpG island. marks are involved. Given that dense DNA methylation is generally sufficient to maintain genes in an inactive state in the face of TSA treatment (24) , these results suggest that most genes are only sparsely or completely unmethylated. A smaller group of genes, including ECAT8, JPH4, HHEX and NPL, were induced predominantly by 5-azadC, suggesting that they are more heavily methylated. Finally, one gene induced in all three ICF cells, EIF5A ( Fig. 2A) , was not reactivated by 5-azadC or TSA treatment (Fig. 3) , suggesting that its upregulation in ICF cells is an indirect effect unrelated to epigenetic modifications. We also examined the expression of three genes that were downregulated in ICF relative to normal cells, CD27/TNFRSF7, ALOX5 and MEF2B (Fig. 2B) , and observed that neither drug treatment altered their expression (Fig. 3, bottom) . Therefore, mutations in DNMT3B and/or epigenetic modifications may not be directly responsible for downregulating gene expression for at least a subset of the genes in this category.
Loss of DNMT3B function in ICF syndrome cells results in subtle but significant changes in DNA methylation patterns at certain gene promoters
To obtain a more detailed analysis of DNA methylation patterns that would allow for an assessment of the contribution of DNA methylation in regulating gene expression, we performed bisulfite genomic sequencing (BGS) (25) . JPH4, CD200, PTPN13, ROBO1 and ECAT8, five genes upregulated in all ICF lines relative to the normals ( Fig. 2A) , were analyzed. We designed primers flanking the most CpG-rich regions for each gene. BGS analysis of the JPH4 CpG island (located within exon 3 and encompassing the translation start site; the JPH4 promoter was considerably less CpG-rich) revealed considerable DNA methylation in all cell lines with a marginally significant difference (P = 0.086) between ICF and normal LCLs (Table 1 , Supplementary Material, Fig. S1 ). Differences in total levels of DNA methylation were assessed by applying ANOVA for nested models to the data set, which assesses differences between disease and normal as well as differences between samples within each class. P-values between 0.01 and 0.05 were considered significant, ,0.01 very significant, and between 0.05 and 0.1 nearly (or marginally) significant. The CD200 promoter CpG island was nearly devoid of DNA methylation in all lines although there was a marginally significant difference (P ¼ 0.084) between ICF and normal lines (Table 1 , Supplementary Material, Fig. S1 ). In contrast, both the PTPN13 and ROBO1/DUTT1 promoter CpG islands showed small but very significant differences in DNA methylation levels (P , 0.0001 and 0.001, respectively), with the three ICF lines less methylated than the normal LCLs ( Fig. 4 and Table 1 ). ECAT8 was distinctive because it was heavily hypermethylated in normal LCLs (95%) but lost much of this methylation in the ICF lines ( Fig. 4 and Table 1 , P , 0.0001). We also analyzed the CpG island promoter regions of the IL1R2, EIF5A, ID2, MAP4K4 and PRRX1 genes by BGS and of these five, only the PRRX1 homeobox gene demonstrated marginally significant hypomethylation in ICF cells (P ¼ 0.051 for PRRX1, P . 0.1 for the other four genes, Supplementary Material, Fig. S2 , Table 1 ).
As an additional comparison, we then determined the DNA methylation status of two genes downregulated in ICF cells, PCDHGC3 and MEF2B. Interestingly, the PCDHGC3 promoter was more methylated in two out of three ICF lines (10759 and GM08714, P ¼ 0.0162) although the total DNA methylation levels were still very low (8%, Fig. 5 and Table 1 ). The MEF2B promoter was essentially devoid of DNA methylation in all lines (Fig. 5 and Table 1 , P ¼ 0.7735). Therefore, mutations in the DNMT3B gene in ICF syndrome cells result in subtle hypomethylation events in some promoter/transcribed regions of the genome. Although the level of DNA methylation in normal cells is relatively low, it is possible that these methylation events contribute to downregulation of the associated gene or mark it for addition of repressive histone modifications. Genes lacking DNA methylation are likely regulated by other aspects of chromatin structure, an idea directly tested in the next section.
Given the importance of homeobox genes to mammalian development and emerging connections between DNA methylation and polycomb proteins, which regulate expression of homeobox genes, we examined the DNA methylation status of one such gene, LHX2, in greater detail. We analyzed the LHX2 promoter CpG island from 2515 to þ96 with two sets of primers and a portion of the large downstream CpG island (þ6051 to þ6618 relative to the transcription start, Fig. 6 ). BGS analysis revealed that the promoter was Fig. 2A ) by semiquantitative RT -PCR. Note that these genes were not expressed in normal LCLs or were expressed at low levels under standard growth conditions. Three genes that were downregulated in ICF relative to normal LCLs (see also Fig. 2B ) were similarly analyzed (bottom three panels). Beta-actin served as a loading control. methylated at a low level (6 -7% CpG's methylated) in normal LCLs and significantly hypomethylated in ICF cells (,1% CpG's methylated, P , 0.0001 for LHX2 region 1 and P ¼ 0.0005 for LHX2 region 2) ( Fig. 6 and Table 1 ). As we moved into the transcribed CpG island in intron 3 of LHX2, the DNA methylation differences became more pronounced; 21% of the CpG sites were methylated in normal LCLs compared with only 3% in the ICF lines for region 3 ( Fig. 6 and Table 1 , P , 0.0001). These findings suggest that DNA methylation may have a role in suppressing transcription of the LHX2 gene in normal LCLs and this effect could be mediated at the promoter or from within the transcribed region. Methylation within transcribed regions has been shown to negatively regulate the transcription (26) . Taken together, the BGS data reveal three distinct methylation signatures for the genes we analyzed (1), low-level DNA methylation in normals and significant hypomethylation in ICF cells (e.g. PTPN13 and LHX2) (2), high-level DNA methylation in normals and significant hypomethylation in ICFs (ECAT8), and (3) genes showing no difference in methylation between normal and ICF LCLs (most of which are largely unmethylated).
Altered gene expression in ICF syndrome cells is associated with pronounced changes in the histone code
Our analysis of DNA methylation patterns of 13 genes revealed subtle but significant DNA methylation differences in six genes (Table 1) . Although these differences were statistically significant, total levels of methylation in the normal LCLs remained low (,20%, with the exception of ECAT8); therefore, it is unclear whether this level of DNA methylation alone would suffice to suppress expression since most aberrantly silenced genes in tumor cells are densely methylated (24) . For most other genes examined we found little or no methylation, suggesting that aspects of the histone code also contribute to their regulation. To examine this in greater detail, we performed ChIP analyses using six antibodies, two specific for histone modifications characteristic of transcriptionally active/permissive chromatin [histone H3 trimethylated on lysine 4 (3XMe-H3K4), H3 acetylated on lysines 9 and 18 (Ac-H3K9/K18)] and four specific for transcriptionally repressed chromatin [histone H3 trimethylated on lysine 9 (3XMe-H3K9), H3 di-and trimethylated on lysine 27 (2XMe-, 3XMe-H3K27), and histone H4 trimethylated on lysine 20 (3XMe-H4K20)] (27 -29). We analyzed two regions of the JPH4 gene, one flanking the relatively CpG-poor transcription start site and one within the exon 3 CpG island (the latter was also analyzed by BGS, Supplementary Material, Fig. S1 ). The JPH4 promoter showed relatively little difference in H3K4 and H3K27 di-/trimethylation levels, and H3 acetylation level, whereas the repressive H3K9 trimethylation mark was completely absent in ICF cells (Fig. 7, Supplementary Material, Fig. S3 ). The combination of both repressive and active modifications within the same region has been reported for certain genes in T cells (28) . In contrast, however, the JPH4 exon 3 region showed dramatic differences in all histone modifications between ICF and normal LCLs except for H3K27 dimethylation and H4K20 trimethylation. The exon 3 region of JPH4 showed elevated H3K4 trimethylation and H3K9/K18 acetylation and complete loss of H3K9 and H3K27 trimethylation in ICF cells compared with normal LCLs (Fig. 7, Supplementary Material, Fig. S3 ). Normal rabbit IgG served as a negative control and demonstrated that background binding in our ChIP experiments was very low.
We then used ChIP to examine the promoter regions of both ROBO1 isoforms. H3K4 trimethylation was actually elevated at the isoform a promoter in normal compared with ICF LCLs, despite the gene being repressed, whereas there was little H3K4 trimethylation at the isoform b promoter in all four LCLs (Fig. 7) . H3K27 dimethylation was unchanged and markedly reduced, respectively, at ROBO1 isoform a and b promoters (Supplementary Material, Fig. S3 ). Both ROBO1 promoters showed drastic reductions in H3K9 and H3K27 trimethylation levels in ICF syndrome cells, consistent Numbering is relative to the transcription start site as defined using NCBI MapViewer. The bent arrow, when shown, is the transcription start site. Each row of circles corresponds to one bacterial clone. Following bisulfite treatment and PCR, resulting products were TA-cloned and at least eight independent colonies were sequenced. A summary of the total percent methylation for all genes is given in Table 1. with these promoters being transcriptionally active in both ICF lines (Fig. 7) . We next examined two regions of the PTPN13 promoter by ChIP and both consistently demonstrated marked increases in levels of H3K4 trimethylation and H3 acetylation and decreased levels of H3K9 and H3K27 di-/trimethylation in ICF relative to normal LCLs (Fig. 7, S3 ). We next examined the CpG island promoter regions of two genes, CD200 and ID2, that were upregulated in all three ICF lines, but which showed almost no DNA methylation in their promoters (Table 1) . For the CD200 promoter, we observed little difference in H3K4 trimethylation, H3 acetylation, H3K27 dimethylation and H4K20 trimethylation levels in normal compared with ICF lines; however, H3K9 and H3K27 trimethylation levels were dramatically reduced in ICF cells (Fig. 7) . A similar examination of the ID2 promoter revealed that H3 acetylation levels were similar across all four cell lines while H3K4 trimethylation was slightly reduced in the ICF cells. In contrast, H3K9, H3K27 and H4K20 methylation were all strongly reduced or absent at the ID2 promoter in ICF syndrome cells (Fig. 7, S3 ). Taken together, ChIP analysis of five genes upregulated in ICF syndrome cells revealed marked changes in levels of several histone modifications that were consistent with these genes going from an inactive or low expression state in normal LCLs to a moderate to high-level expression state in ICF syndrome cells. Interestingly, the most consistently altered modification was H3K27 trimethylation, which is associated with transcriptional repression mediated by the EZH2 subunit of the PRC2 polycomb complex (30) .
ChIP analysis of the ECAT8 promoter revealed a distinctive situation. ECAT8 is a member of a group of genes, including OCT3/4 and NANOG, that are highly expressed in undifferentiated ES and male germ cells and may play a role in maintaining pluripotency (31) . In normal LCLs, we detected the repressive H3K9, H3K27 and H4K20 methylation marks, in keeping with the dense DNA methylation in these cells. Interestingly, however, in ICF cells where the gene is reactivated, levels of H3K4 trimethylation and H3 acetylation marks dramatically increased without any apparent reduction in repressive modifications (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4) .
We identified and confirmed that three homeoboxcontaining transcriptional regulators, LHX2, PRRX1 and HHEX, were upregulated in ICF syndrome cells and that two of these, LHX2 and PRRX1, had low to modest levels of DNA methylation in normal LCLs that were lost in ICF LCLs. Given the importance of this class of genes to proper mammalian development and emerging connections between DNA methylation and polycomb complexes, we analyzed the histone modification patterns at multiple regions of these three genes. ChIP results for three regions within the LHX2 Figure 5 . Bisulfite genomic sequencing analysis of genes demonstrating decreased expression in ICF syndrome cells. The CpG-rich regions of two genes, PCDHGC3 and MEF2B, were analyzed for differences in DNA methylation patterns in three ICF cell lines and two normal cell lines. Symbols and labels are the same as in Fig. 4 . A summary of the total percent methylation for all genes is provided in Table 1 . 0 -UTR. A summary of the total percent methylation for all regions is provided in Table 1. locus were remarkably consistent and showed dramatic increases in H3K4 trimethylation and H3 acetylation, and similarly large decreases in H3K9, H3K27, and to a lesser extent H4K20 trimethylation in ICF relative to normal LCLs (Fig. 8) . H3K27 dimethylation levels were consistently reduced in ICF cells only at the LHX2 promoter (Supplementary Material, Fig. S3 ). Three regions of the PRRX1 promoter were then analyzed by ChIP and all showed differences between normal and ICF syndrome cells similar to what we observed for LHX2, with the exception of H4K20 trimethylation (Fig. 8) . Interestingly, H3K27 dimethylation was again reduced only at the PRRX1 transcription start site (region 3, Supplementary Material, Fig. S3 ). Lastly, we examined two regions at the 5' end of the HHEX gene and both consistently demonstrated dramatically decreased H3K9 and H3K27 trimethylation levels, but little change in H3K27 dimethylation and H4K20 trimethylation. H3K4 trimethylation and H3 acetylation levels were not consistently altered (Fig. 8 , Supplementary Material, Fig. S3 ). Taken together, the ChIP analyses presented in this section demonstrate that histone modifications are dramatically altered in the promoters of many derepressed genes in ICF syndrome cells, with the most consistent change being loss of H3K27 trimethylation.
Changes in expression and histone H3K27 trimethylation levels correlate with binding of polycomb protein SUZ12 and DNMT3B
We next used ChIP to determine whether DNMT3B bound to genes showing altered histone modifications and if this binding was altered in ICF syndrome cells. ChIP revealed three patterns of DNMT3B binding. The first pattern, exemplified by the JPH4 promoter, ID2, and PRRX1 region 3, was characterized by very low DNMT3B binding that was unaltered in ICF syndrome cells (Figs. 7 and 8, 'DNMT3B' panels). The second pattern, represented by PTPN13, LHX2 region 2, PRRX1 region 2, and HHEX region 2, showed complete or near complete loss of DNMT3B binding in ICF line 10759 (Figs. 7 and 8) . Finally, the third pattern of DNMT3B ChIP result, observed at the majority of regions analyzed, was characterized by pronounced loss of DNMT3B binding in both ICF syndrome lines (Figs. 7 and 8) . Collectively, these results suggest that ICF-specific DNMT3B mutations influence its ability to bind certain DNA sequences within the context of chromatin in vivo and that DNMT3B binds at genes repressed in normal LCLs even if they had a low level of DNA methylation (e.g. CD200). This data, combined is also shown as a loading control. Antibodies were directed against trimethylated ('3XMe') forms of H3K4, H3K9, H3K27 and H4K20, acetylated ('Ac') H3K9/K18, as well as DNMT3B and the PRC2 subunit SUZ12. Immunoprecipitated DNA was used with the primers indicated in semiquantitative PCR reactions and then analyzed on 2% agarose gels. Reactions were repeated at least three times from two independent ChIP reactions and the results were consistent (not shown). ICF line 4088 was not analyzed because we were unable to grow it in quantities sufficient for ChIP. Note that ROBO1 isoform b originates from within intron two of the isoform a transcript. Regions analyzed by ChIP correspond closely to those analyzed by BGS (Fig. 4 , Supplementary Material, Figs. S1 and S2).
with our pharmacologic inhibition experiments (Fig. 3) , also suggest that DNMT3B-mediated recruitment of HDACs or histone methylases, in the absence of de novo DNA methylation, is an important contributor to gene regulation. Given our ChIP results showing that the most consistently altered histone modification in ICF syndrome cells was H3K27 trimethylation, we examined PRC2 binding using an antibody against SUZ12. The correlation between H3K27 trimethylation levels and SUZ12 binding by ChIP was remarkably consistent; all regions, with the exception of the CD200 promoter (GM08714) and HHEX region 1, that showed reduced H3K27 trimethylation also exhibited markedly reduced SUZ12 binding (Figs. 7 and 8 , 'SUZ12' panels). The promoters of both ROBO1 isoforms bound SUZ12 at very low levels and no differences were detected between normal and ICF syndrome cell lines (Figs. 7 and 8) . Changes in SUZ12 binding paralleled those in DNMT3B binding in many, but not all cases, suggesting that binding of these two transcriptional regulators is not strictly linked. Interestingly, for the ECAT8 promoter, binding of DNMT3B and SUZ12 was only detected in ICF cells ( Supplementary  Material, Fig. S4 ). The reasons for this are unclear at Figure 8 . ChIP analysis of multiple regions of three homeobox genes demonstrating increased expression in ICF syndrome cells, LHX2, PRRX1 and HHEX. Labels, cell lines and antibodies are as described in Fig. 7 . Regions analyzed by ChIP correspond closely to those analyzed by BGS for LHX2 and PRRX1 (Fig. 6, Supplementary Material, Fig. S2 ). present, although work from others has shown that polycomb complexes do indeed bind to genes that are actively transcribed (32) .
Global levels of histone modifications in ICF and normal LCLs
Given our results that certain histone modifications were commonly altered in ICF syndrome cells at specific genomic regions examined by ChIP, we wondered whether this was a reflection of global changes in histone modifications. To examine this, we isolated total nuclear protein from two normal and two ICF syndrome lines and established that the four protein samples were equally loaded using an antibody to total histone H3 in western blotting and by staining a comparably loaded gel with coomassie blue (Fig. 9A, bottom two  panels) . Next, we probed the extracts with eight different histone modification antibodies, including all of the antibodies used in the previous ChIP experiments. Levels of H3K9/K18 acetylation, dimethylated H3K4 and trimethylated H3K9 and H4K20 showed no difference in ICF compared with normal LCLs (Fig. 9 ). H3K27 trimethylation was mildly reduced and H3K27 dimethylation was markedly decreased in ICF syndrome cells. Interestingly, we observed a pronounced increase in the level of ubiquitinated H2AK119, a mark mediated by the PRC1 polycomb complex. H3K4 trimethylation levels were also significantly increased in ICF cells (Fig. 9) . Quantitation of changes in levels of select modifications was performed by densitometry scanning of western blots run in triplicate (Fig. 9B ) and confirmed that levels of trimethylated H3K4, dimethylated H3K27 and monoubiquitinated H2AK119 were significantly altered (P 0.05). Differences in global histone modifications were not attributable to altered expression of DNMT3B or the PRC2 complex (SUZ12) as these were relatively constant across all four cell lines. PRC1 levels (BMI1) were mildly increased in ICF cells, consistent with the increased H2AK119 ubiquitination (Fig. 9) . Taken together, these results suggest that the loss of normal DNMT3B function leads to perturbations in certain histone modifications, particularly those mediated by the polycomb complexes.
ICF-specific changes in expression of transcriptional regulators identified by microarray analysis allow for prediction of alterations in relevant downstream targets
Many gene expression changes we identified can be predicted to directly lead to aspects of the ICF phenotype, such as downregulation of immunoglobulin heavy-chain genes as a contributor to the immune system defects. A large number of the differentially expressed genes are direct regulators of transcription. Therefore, we sought to determine whether upregulation of such genes in ICF syndrome cells leads to subsequent changes in downstream target genes that may also contribute to the ICF phenotype but are not directly regulated by DNMT3B function. We chose two genes to test this notion, MAP4K4 and PRRX1 ( Fig. 2A) , which regulate expression of downstream targets with potential functional relevance to ICF syndrome. MAP4K4 (NIK, mitogen activated protein 4 kinase 4) is a serine/threonine kinase activated by the c-jun N-terminal kinase pathway that suppresses transcription of C/EBPa (33) . C/EBPa is a key transcription factor in many tissues, including the hematopoietic system. Consistent with this prediction, expression of C/EBPa was reduced in ICF syndrome cell lines (Fig. 10A) . It has also been reported that mice lacking prrx1 and the related homeobox gene prrx2 showed large decreases in sonic hedgehog expression (Shh, a critical developmental regulator), suggesting that the prrx genes activate Shh expression at critical sites during development (34) . ICF cell lines with upregulated PRRX1 expression also demonstrated strongly upregulated SHH levels (Fig. 10A) . Equal loading of all four samples is demonstrated by western blotting for total histone H3 and by coomassie blue staining ('total histones') of the core histones (bottom-most two panels). Antibody abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 7 . 'Ub'-H2A monoubiquitinated at K119, 2XMe, dimethylated form; 14, GM08714; 28, GM08728; 29, GM08729; BMI1 is a subunit of the PRC1 polycomb complex, SUZ12 is a subunit of the PRC2 polycomb complex. (B) Densitometry quantitation of select histone modifications from (A). Each protein sample was run in triplicate, scanned and quantitated. White bars, ICF cell lines; black bars, normal LCLs. Bars are the average signal intensity of six independent western blots (three from each cell line) normalized to the total histone H3 signal for each cell line. Error bars are the standard deviation from the mean. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (t-test, P 0.05, only the BMI1 result yielded a P ¼ 0.05, all others were ,0.05).
This observation is particularly intriguing in light of the relatively common craniofacial defects seen in ICF patients, hypertelorism and flat nasal bridge, because artificially elevated expression of SHH in an embryonic chick model system resulted in a similar phenotype (35) . If regulation of C/EBPa and SHH is indeed downstream of other transcriptional events occurring in ICF cells, we hypothesized that patterns of histone modifications and/or DNMT3B binding would be distinct compared with direct targets. Consistent with this, we observed that histone modifications at the C/EBPa CpG island promoter were different from what we observed previously, with most modifications showing little change between ICF and normal LCLs (Fig. 10B) . Interestingly, although SUZ12 bound equally well in normal and ICF lines, we were unable to detect DNMT3B binding to the C/EBPa promoter in any of the cell lines (Fig. 10B) . Therefore, the microarray data are useful not only for identifying direct targets of DNMT3B repression, but also for predicting potential downstream target genes whose misregulation may contribute to ICF syndrome.
Heterogeneity among ICF cell lines and genomic instability associated with DNMT3B mutation
Analyses presented in Figures 1 and 2 revealed heterogeneity in patterns of gene expression among the three ICF syndrome LCLs, but the 4088 cell line consistently demonstrated the greatest difference relative to GM08714 and 10759. The 4088 cells also grew more slowly and were more sensitive to serum concentration (data not shown). These differences may have arisen from the differing spectrum of DNMT3B mutations present in each cell line; however, we were interested in determining whether other factors might contribute. We first examined levels of apoptosis under standard laboratory conditions. ICF 4088 had a mildly elevated level of apoptosis as monitored by annexin V staining (data not shown). A far more distinguishing characteristic of the 4088 cell line was revealed upon cell cycle analysis. Although there were small variations in the percentage of cells in G1, S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle among all lines, 4088 was remarkable in that nearly 70% of the cells were tetraploid (Fig. 11) . This property does not appear to be common among ICF LCLs; however, too few may have been analyzed in this manner to conclude that 4088 is unique in this regard. A much earlier study using this cell line reported aneuploidy as well, although no data were shown (36) , suggesting this is an inherent property of the 4088 line. The tetraploid state of ICF 4088 is particularly intriguing in light of other studies in which the Dnmt3b gene was conditionally inactivated in mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEFs), revealing that .50% of the Dnmt3b knockout MEFs had a 4N DNA content (37) . Taken together, at least some of the differences in the 4088 cell line's gene expression pattern may arise from the large fraction of cells in the culture that are tetraploid.
DISCUSSION
Our studies of ICF syndrome presented here provide a better understanding of how DNA methylation interfaces with the histone code. We identified nearly 800 genes with an altered pattern of expression in ICF relative to normal cells, including new genes highly relevant not only to the immune deficits of ICF syndrome, but also to the developmental and neurological defects observed in many ICF patients. BGS demonstrated that some genes with altered expression had no change in DNA methylation, but importantly, we show for the first time that nearly half of the genes we examined are methylated at low levels (5-20%) in normal cells and this methylation is lost in ICF cells. The importance of histone modification patterns was also apparent following ChIP analysis, which revealed that genes upregulated in ICF cells lose histone modifications characteristic of repressed chromatin (particularly histone H3K27 trimethylation) and gain modifications characteristic of transcriptionally active chromatin. Binding of DNMT3B and polycomb protein SUZ12 was also lost in most locations examined. These studies, therefore, further emphasize the interrelatedness of DNA methylation and histone modifications and the ability of DNMT3B to repress transcription in the absence of de novo methylation. This work also provides a firm basis for better understanding the molecular defects that give rise to the ICF syndrome phenotype.
Owing to the rarity of ICF syndrome, we are limited to using immortalized LCLs for our studies. As such, the relevance of the gene expression and chromatin structure changes occurring within genes that have roles in immune function may be readily related to the immune defects of ICF patients as they are derived from the lymphoid compartment. We studied other genes, however, whose functions are unrelated to the immune system, but are important for aspects of development and CNS function. Owing to the scarcity of primary tissue from ICF syndrome patients, we are unable to prove that misregulation of the genes we have studied in lymphocytes also occurs in the tissue (neurons or the developing fetus for example) where they exert their primary effects. Such confirmation will likely require the use of the mouse model of ICF syndrome (38) . We believe, however, that the alterations in gene expression in ICF lymphocytes we have defined are relevant and will be mirrored in other cell types of ICF patients. Support for this notion comes from a recent microarray study also using LCLs, which detected sex-specific differences in the expression of genes involved in reproductive tissues (ovary and testis) which were not simply because of differential expression of genes on the X or Y chromosome (39) .
A previous study analyzed gene expression profiles in several normal and ICF LCLs, including a subset of the ICF lines we have used here. Of the 5600 genes analyzed, 32 demonstrated reproducible differential expression and were further analyzed. We found 14 of these 32 genes in the present study, including IGHA1, IGHA2, IGHD, IGHG3, IGHM, CD27/TNFRSF7, TFRC, GUCY1B3, GUCY1A3, PTPN13, CNN3, MARK3, ID3 and SLC1A1 (20) . COBRA DNA methylation analysis of several of these genes revealed no changes between normal and ICF cells; however, this method interrogates the methylation status of only a few CpG sites and may have missed the relatively sparse methylation we detected with BGS. Alternatively, these particular genes are not differentially methylated, which is also in keeping with a number of the genes we analyzed, such as ID2 and MAP4K4.
Our expression data have revealed a wealth of potential new genes, whose misregulation in ICF syndrome cells could contribute its main clinical features, the immune and neurologic defects and peculiar facial features. Regarding the immune defects, PANTHER ontology analysis yielded 69 genes implicated in immune function with altered expression in ICF syndrome cells, including most of the immunoglobulin heavy chains. We also identified genes implicated in T-cell and myeloid/macrophage function, the complement cascade and cytokine signaling. Multiple genes under the 'Development' category, such as homeobox gene HHEX, are also implicated in development of the immune system. Therefore, there is clearly an overlap between these pathway classifications. We focused our in-depth characterization on genes not previously studied that may contribute to the clinical features of ICF syndrome. For example, the ID2 gene is an important dominant-negative regulator of basic helix -loop -helix transcription factors and is critical for development of peripheral lymphoid organs, T-cell maturation and class switch recombination to IgE (40) . This latter role for ID2 suggests that reduced levels of IgE in some ICF patients may be because of elevated ID2 expression (40) . IL1R2, often co-expressed with IL1R1 on T and pre-B cells, is one of the two interleukin 1 (IL-1) receptors. IL-1 is a major macrophage-derived proinflammatory cytokine important for thymocyte proliferation and B-cell growth and differentiation. IL1R2 is a potent natural inhibitor (decoy) of IL-1 that competes with IL-1 for binding to IL1R1, the receptor responsible for transducing the activating effects of IL-1. IL1R2 may therefore buffer the activity of IL-1 and too much IL1R2 may mute the effects of IL-1 and blunt certain immune responses (41) .
Additional genes misregulated in ICF syndrome cells relevant to immune function that we identified include PTPN13, CD200, LCK, SYK and CD24. PTPN13 (PTPL1 and FAP-1), a ubiquitiously expressed tyrosine phosphatase, was also identified in a prior ICF syndrome microarray study (20) . PTPN13 interacts with Fas in the cytoplasm, reducing Fas export to the cell surface with consequent reduction in Fas-mediated apoptosis (42) . LCK, a Src-family tyrosine kinase downregulated in ICF syndrome cells, is expressed in T cells where it associates with the CD4 and CD8 coreceptors and participates in the signal transduction cascade that ultimately culminates in T-cell activation (43) . Similarily, SYK, a non-receptor tyrosine kinase expressed in all hematopoietic cells, is essential for lymphocyte development and signal transduction via the immune receptors, such as the B-and T-cell receptors. Reduced expression of LCK and SYK could therefore contribute to defects in B-and T-cell function and maturation (44) . We also showed that CD24, a GPI-anchored protein expressed on many cell types, including B cells where it is expressed in a differentiation-dependent manner, is downregulated in ICF cells. Crosslinking of CD24 induces apoptosis in B-cell precursors and inhibits proliferation in mature resting B cells in response to certain stimuli (45) . Altered expression of CD24 may therefore also negatively affect immune function.
Unlike previous studies, we identified important regulators of neurogenesis, brain function and development as having altered expression in ICF cells, such as ROBO1, JPH4, FRY, MAP4K4, PCDHGC3 and IGF1. ROBO1 (roundabout homolog 1) encodes a transmembrane receptor that binds to the Slit family of secreted proteins. ROBO1/Slit interaction regulates axon branching and neuronal migration, whereas in leukocytes this interaction inhibits chemotaxis, suggesting that improper expression of ROBO1 could contribute to two aspects of ICF syndrome (46, 47) . In addition to ROBO1, both JPH3 and JPH4, which were upregulated in ICF syndrome cells, have roles in neuronal function. The junctophilin family of proteins, JPH1-4, contributes to the formation of junctional membrane complexes by spanning the sarcoplasmic reticulum membrane and binding with the plasma membrane in muscle cells. They are also expressed in the brain, and Jph3/Jph4 double knockout mice display severe growth retardation, an aberrant foot-clasping reflex indicative of a neurologic defect, and impaired calcium signaling in neurons (48) . It should be noted that many of the studies deciphering gene function cited here made use of knockout mice, which contrasts our results that generally show increased expression of brain developmental genes in ICF cells. Effects of overexpression may have different functional and phenotypic consequences; however, given that brain development is a complex highly ordered process, it is likely that too much of a gene product may be as detrimental as too little. IGF1 (insulin-like growth factor-1), downregulated in ICF syndrome cells, is an essential factor for growth and development of the mammalian brain. It stimulates neurogenesis during embryonic development and inhibits apoptosis of neurons and oligodendrocytes postnatally (49) . Assuming that our finding of reduced IGF1 expression in ICF LCLs can be extrapolated to cells of the brain, the reduced IGF1 levels during development may contribute to the neurological deficits found in a significant proportion of ICF syndrome patients.
One of the more significant findings from this work relating in a general sense to the role of DNMTB in development and its potential interplay with polycomb proteins was the number of non-clustered homeobox-containing transcriptional regulators with altered expression in ICF syndrome cells. These include three of the genes we characterized in detail, LHX2, PRRX1 and HHEX, as well as ONECUT2, SIX3, CBX8, HMX2 and ISL2 (Supplementary Material, Table S1 ). LHX2 (LIM homeobox gene family) is highly expressed in B cells at early stages of differentiation and in the developing brain (50) . Knockout of the Lhx2 gene in mice revealed it is essential for development of the eye, cerebral cortex, liver, and for erythropoiesis (51) . HHEX (hematopoietically expressed homeobox), expressed in hematopoietic progenitors, myeloid and liver cells, also plays a multifunctional role in development. It is involved in B-cell differentiation (52) , forebrain patterning and development of cells of the liver, thyroid and hematopoietic lineages (53) . Mice deficient in Hhex display reduced numbers of mature and pre-B cells, with B-cell development almost completely arrested at the pro-B cell stage (52) . PRRX1 (Mhox/Phox, paired-related homeobox gene-1) is expressed in the postmigratory cranial mesenchyme of all facial prominences and is required for proper formation of the proximal first arch derivatives (the precursor of the lower jaws). Prrx1 null mice display various skeletal defects, particularly in the craniofacial region (34) . PRRX1 and PRRX2 may regulate cell proliferation in critical areas during development via sonic hedgehog (34) . We found that, similar to the effects of ICF DNMT3B mutations on PRRX1 expression, SHH expression was also markedly upregulated and it will be of interest to study the integrity of this pathway in ICF cells in future studies. Taken together, these results suggest that the loss of DNMT3B function causes derepression of a subset of important developmental regulators.
Many homeobox genes are repressed in pluripotent cells, which is necessary to prevent differentiation. In this state, they are bivalently marked with both active H3K4 trimethylation and repressive H3K27 trimethylation marks and so are thought to be poised for full activation or silencing (54) . During differentiation, these genes are temporally and spatially activated then repressed with or without the addition of promoter DNA methylation. Polycomb complexes PRC1 and PRC2 are key developmental regulators during embryogenesis, repressing large numbers of genes (8-14% depending on cell type) including homeobox genes and genes involved in developmental processes (32, 55, 56) . The PRC2 complex, consisting of EED, EZH2, SUZ12 and RbAp46/48, mediates H3K27 trimethylation via its EZH2 subunit. This histone mark is thought to recruit the PRC1 complex, composed of RING1/2, HPH proteins, BMI1 and HPC proteins. HPC proteins contain a chromodomain that specifically binds to the H3K27 trimethylation mark to establish long-term silencing. In addition, the PRC1 complex mediates H2AK119 monoubiquitination via the RING1 and BMI1 subunits (57) .
Exciting connections are emerging that link regulation of DNA methylation to polycomb complexes. For example, DNMT1, DNMT3A and DNMT3B interact with EZH2 and this interaction is capable of recruiting DNA methylation to certain genomic regions (23) . Connections between DNMTs and polycomb may be more complicated, however, since EZH2 knockdown does not result in loss of DNA methylation from promoters in tumor cells (58) and DNMT1 and DNMT3A interact with the BMI1 and HPC2 subunits, respectively, of the PRC1 complex (59, 60) . Genes regulated by polycomb appear to be preferential targets for tumor-specific de novo methylation, potentially because of the polycomb -DNMT interactions or because they mistakenly acquire other repressive histone marks, such as H3K9 methylation (61, 62) . Consistent with this hypothesis, several genes we studied, such as PTPN13, ROBO1, LHX2 and PRRX1, acquire dense promoter hypermethylation in tumor cells (63 -65) . In keeping with the role of PRC1 and PRC2 in repression, we found that all genes upregulated in ICF syndrome cells that we examined were bound by PRC2 (represented by SUZ12) in normal LCLs and this binding was reduced or absent in ICF cells regardless of whether there was a loss of DNA methylation. Also consistent with recent reports, many of the genes upregulated in ICF syndrome cells that we characterized, such as homeobox genes HHEX, LHX2 and PRRX1 and nonhomeobox genes like PTPN13, JPH4, ROBO1 and ALOX5, were occupied by PRC2 and/or PRC1 complexes in human ES or embryonic fibroblasts (32, 56) . Likely, these genes are activated during critical periods of development and, at least in lymphocytes, become repressed at a later stage of differentiation. Mutations in DNMT3B may directly affect the repressive functions of PRC1 and/or PRC2 complexes by altering their recruitment or their ability to stably maintain repression. Alternatively, the loss of full DNMT3B function may have indirect effects on polycomb function though disruption of pericentromeric heterochromatin where components of the PRC1 complex localize (66) . In either case, both local and global changes in histone modifications result.
In conclusion, using gene expression profiling of nearly the entire human transcriptome in ICF and normal LCLs, we identified a large number of genes that are aberrantly expressed in ICF syndrome cells related to immune function, development and neurogenesis, which provide important new insights into the molecular defects underlying the ICF syndrome phenotype. This study revealed for the first time that there are marked changes in patterns of histone modifications and loss of PRC2 and DNMT3B binding at promoters of genes upregulated in ICF cells. Therefore, this work further strengthens the emerging connections between the DNA methylation and histone modification machineries and polycomb repression complexes. It also suggests that normal DNMT3B DNA methylation and/or repression functions are required for proper gene repression and polycomb binding.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines, drug treatments and reagents
Epstein-Barr virus-immortalized LCLs used in this study include the ICF syndrome lines GM08714, 4088 and 10759 (see next section for description of origin and DNMT3B mutation) and cell lines derived from normal individuals GM08729, GM08728, LCL1, CM304, CM774, LRL-332, LRL-330, LRL-313, LRL-319 and LRL-326 ('LRL' lines were provided by Dr. R.F. Ambinder). ICF LCLs were grown in RPMI1640 media (Mediatech) supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine (Mediatech) and 20% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (Hyclone). Normal LCLs were grown in the same media except 10% fetal bovine serum was used. 5-Aza-2 0 -deoxycytidine and TSA were purchased from Sigma. For drug treatments, 5-azadC was added to cultures at a final concentration of 5 mM for 3 days (fresh drug added each day); TSA treatments were done for 24 h at 100 nM final concentration.
Microarray expression profiling
RNA samples, probe preparation, hybridization and scanning. Lymphoblastoid cell lines were grown under the conditions described above. ICF syndrome cell lines are GM08714 [female, heterozygous A603T and intron 22 G to A mutation resulting in insertion of three amino acids (STP) in DNMT3B, Coriell Cell Repository], 4088 (male, homozygous V726G mutation in DNMT3B, provided by Dr. D. Smeets) and 10759 (male, P670T mutation in DNMT3B, provided by Dr. R.S. Hansen) (8, 10, 14) . LCLs derived from normal individuals include GM08729 and GM08728 (father and mother, respectively, of ICF patient GM08714, Coriell Cell Repository), and LCL1, CM304 and CM774 (14) . Total RNA from each cell line was prepared using Trizol according to the manufacturer's protocol (Invitrogen). Three independently prepared replicates of each cell line harvested within 2 weeks of each other were used for analysis. Each replicate RNA was independently labeled and hybridized to both the Affymetrix U133A and U133B GeneChips according to the manufacturer's instructions (Affymetrix) and as we have described previously (67) .
Data analysis
Probe Profiler software (ver. 2.1.0) (Corimbia Inc.) was used to convert Microarray Suite Version 5 software (Affymetrix)-generated Ã .cel files into quantitative estimates of gene expression (EScores). All expression values were globally scaled to 100. On each chip, genes were ranked according to their expression value. The signal value associated with the highest ranked absent call was assigned as the signal value of all genes with an absent call and thus served as the absent/present threshold. Genes not expressed in any of the samples (P . 0.05) were removed from the data set. Genes were ranked according to the variability (coefficient of variation) of their signal values across all arrays. Values for each triplicate sample were averaged. PCA was performed on the most variable 0.01% of genes to assess heterogeneity among patients (GeneLinker Gold). A one-way ANOVA was performed for two treatment groups: diseased (n ¼ 3) and normal (n ¼ 5). Informative genes were identified as those with a significant treatment effect (P , 0.05) and having greater than a 2-fold difference in treatment means. The expression value of these informative genes was normalized by performing a Z-transformation. Hierarchical clustering was performed on the Z-transformed expression values with TreeView. Gene ontology and pathway analysis was performed using PANTHER (http://www.pantherdb.org/) (18) .
Reverse transcriptase -polymerase chain reaction
Reverse transcriptase -polymerase chain reaction was carried out as described previously (67) . Briefly, untreated and treated cell lines were homogenized in Trizol and the RNA purified according to the manufacturer's instructions (Invitrogen). First-strand cDNA synthesis was carried out using Superscript III RT (Invitrogen). Subsequently, the cDNA was used in semi-quantitative PCR with the primers listed in Supplementary Material, Table S7 . All reactions were performed at least three times. Following PCR, reaction products were resolved on 2% agarose gels and photographed using a BioRad gel documentation system.
Bisulfite genomic sequencing
Bisulfite genomic sequencing was performed as described previously (67) . For a complete listing of PCR primer sequences used for BGS, refer to Supplementary Material, Table S7 . TaqGold (ABI) thermostable DNA polymerase was used for all reactions. The band was purified from the agarose gel using the Qiaex II gel extraction kit (Qiagen) and cloned using the TA Cloning Kit (Invitrogen). Products from at least two independent PCR reactions were cloned and sequenced in a 96-well plate format using the M13 reverse and/or forward primers. All sequencing was performed at the University of Florida Interdisciplinary Center for Biotechnology Research (ICBR).
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and western blotting
ChIP was performed essentially as described previously (68) . Cross-linked chromatin was sheared by sonication using a Branson Sonifier 450 (tip model 102, output 5, 50% duty, 12 Â 1 min bursts). The supernatant from the irrelevant antibody served as a positive control ('input', 1% of the ChIP material). Purified, immunoprecipitated DNA was analyzed by semi-quantitative PCR. All PCR reactions were repeated at least three times. ChIP PCR primer sequences are provided in Supplementary Material, Table S7 . For western blotting, cells were fractionated as described previously (69) and the pooled soluble nuclear and chromatin fractions were used. Antibodies used in ChIP and western blotting experiments (for ChIP 'C', amount used/reaction; for western blotting 'W', the dilution used) are: normal rabbit IgG (Pierce, C-10 mg, non-specific antibody control for ChIP), DNMT3B (Novus, C-10 mg, W-1:500), Ac-H3K9/K18 (Upstate, C-15 ml, W-1:2000), 3X-MeH3K4 (Abcam, C-10 mg, W-1:500), 3X-MeH3K9 (Abcam, C-5 mg, Upstate, W-1:1000), 3X-MeH3K27 (Abcam, C-10 mg, Upstate W-1:5000), 3X-MeH4K20 (Upstate, C-10 mg, W-1:500), SUZ12 (Upstate, C-10 ml, W-1:1000), Ub-H2AK119 (Upstate, C-10 mg, W-1:500), total histone H3 (Upstate, W-1:500), BMI1 (Santa Cruz, W-1:500), 2XMe-H3K4 (Upstate, W-1:2000) and 2XMe-H3K27 (Abcam, C-6 mg, W-1:800).
Cell cycle analysis and apoptosis
Cell cycle profiles were determined by analyzing DNA content using propidium iodide (PI) staining and flow cytometry. Cells were harvested, washed with 1Â PBS, and fixed with ice cold 70% ethanol overnight. Fixed cells were washed once with 1Â PBS and resuspended at 1 Â 10 6 cells/ml in PI staining solution (0.2 mg/ml PI, and 0.2 mg/ml RNAase in PBS) and incubated in the dark at room temperature for 15 min before analysis. Cell cycle profiles were determined using fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) with a Becton Dickinson FACSort. For each sample, 3 Â 10 4 events were recorded. Data were analyzed by ModFit Cell Cycle Analysis Software (Verity) to determine the percentage of cells in each phase. Apoptosis was measured with the Annexin V-PI kit according to the manufacturer's protocol (Trevigen).
